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Abstract

Philology haunts the humanities, through both its defendants and its detractors. This article examines the construction of philology as the premier science of the long nineteenth century in Europe. It aims to bring the history of philology up to date by taking it seriously as a science and giving it the kind of treatment that has dominated the history of science for the last generation: to reveal how practices, instruments, and cooperation create illusions of timeless knowledge. This historical inquiry therefore asks how one modality of text interpretation could morph into an integrated complex of knowledge production, which ostensibly explained the whole human world. Ultimately, it advances a central argument: philology operated as a relational system, one that concealed diversity and disunity, projected unity and stability, and seemed to rise above the material conditions of its own making. The essay scrutinizes the composition of philology as a heterogeneous ensemble, the functioning of philology comparable to other sciences, whether human or natural, and the historical contingency in the consolidation of philology.
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Introduction
Philology is a science that once terrified the world. The historical study of text and language seemed to pose an existential threat to many onlookers in the nineteenth century. A technical work on Homer was thus compared to “revolutionary doctrines” in the Ancien Régime and a “perverse attempt…of explaining the world without a god.” But Homer was only one hallowed author or received tradition threatened by this new science. B.G. Niebuhr judged Livy’s early history of Rome to be a fiction; G. Grote cast doubt on Thucydides and celebrated liberal democracy in Athens; W.M.L. de Wette claimed fabrications to the true past of ancient Israel in the biblical narrative; and D.F. Strauss pushed Jesus out of the realm of history and into that of myth. As one observer noted, it was only a short step from the “annals of heroic Greece and of regal Rome” being reduced to fables or the unified authorship of the Odyssey and Iliad being split apart to the sacred accounts of Judaism and Christianity being totally dismantled. So tightly bound were politics and religion, on one hand, and the classical world and biblical tradition, on the other, that J.G. Lockhart could declare critical inquiry into the epics of ancient Greece “the Antichristian conspiracy.” Before biology, before geology, philology was chipping away the very foundations of Western civilization: its heroes, its history, its structures – and with them, its self-understanding.

With its claims to scientificity, this philology proved scandalous when it first appeared

---

1 In this context, philology is best defined, with Lorraine Daston and Glenn Most, as “the rational, disciplined, and institutionalized form of interpersonal research, testing, and communication, directed to [above all, written] texts” (Daston and Most, “History of Science and History of Philologies,” Isis 106, no. 2 [2015]: 378–90, at 379 n. 6).


on the scene. Replacing erudition with expertise, it claimed to introduce into the production of knowledge not only a standard method for textual analysis but also the prospect of comprehensiveness. Even a century onwards, philology still haunts the humanities, through both its defendants and detractors. Some call us to look backwards, to a golden age when philology boasted pride of place or unified humanistic learning. While Lee Patterson praised its rigors and rationale for medieval studies, promoting a “return” or “restoration,” and Michael Holquist, as president of the Modern Language Association, regretted that a philologist “is what you call the dull boys and girls of the profession,” James Turner embarked on his Philology: The Forgotten Origins of the Modern Humanities in part with a distressed eye toward the fragmentation of knowledge in higher education. Others call us to look forward, humbling philology into a reading practice with lesser aspirations and fewer methodical claims and dismissing its epistemic primacy. Critics have deemed philological scholarship tainted by the sponsorship of nationalist, colonial, and statist regimes during the twentieth century and thus demanded a new philology, modern philology, feminist philology, radical philology, queer philology, or trans philology. So, too, thinkers as diverse as Paul de Man, Jonathan Culler, and Edward Said have written essays entitled “The Return to Philology” yet appropriated the term

---


for close reading, with reading here understood less as a method than a repudiation of method.⁷ Geoffrey Galt Harpham therefore judges it not “a temporary fascination or even a recurrent mood” but “a permanent and characteristic feature of humanistic scholarship, a deep chord vibrating beneath literary studies in particular.”⁸ Year after year, we witness new journals, books, and series as well as centers and events devoted to philology, from its global histories to its relevance for the humanities.⁹ This journal, as well, has welcomed meditations on


Yet this revived interest has not explained how nineteenth-century philology managed to arrive at its position of dominance across the human sciences. Such renewal, or disavowal, has not appreciated philology as an integrated system of relations forged to create specific kinds of knowledge, one rooted in time and place. Despite wide-ranging inquiries into philology – its origins, guises, and afterlives – strikingly little work has recognized the true heterogeneity of activity and patronage, sites and networks, subjects and objects or, even more, their consolidation into the defining mode of building knowledge in the nineteenth century. Indeed, philology transformed into the leading paradigm for understanding all things human: history, nationality, ethnicity, migration. By historicizing texts and everything through texts, it promised a pathway to the essence of language, culture, and religion. A huge range of diversity – in chronology and geography, materiality and tradition – was systematically reduced to one mode of textualized study that created explanatory narratives of coherence, consistency, and order. Philology thus defined what it meant for learning in post-Enlightenment Europe to be classed as scientific: the right questions to ask, the right way to answer them. As Lorraine Daston and Glenn Most have recently written, “philology not only counted as a science; it was the science, the model of the highest form of knowledge.”\textsuperscript{11} But like other systems of production, philology obscured its making, erased its sources, and rationalized its differences. Still, this system came from somewhere.

The present article examines the construction of philology as the premier science of the long nineteenth century in Europe. It asks how one modality of text-interpretation could morph


\textsuperscript{11} Daston and Most, “History of Science and History of Philologies,” 384.
into an integrated complex of knowledge-production that ostensibly explained the whole human world. Ultimately, this historical inquiry advances a central argument: philology operated as a relational system, one that concealed diversity and disunity, projected unity and stability, and seemed to rise above the material conditions of its own making. The essay therefore scrutinizes (a) the composition of philology as a heterogeneous ensemble, (b) the functioning of philology comparable to other sciences, whether human or natural, and (c) the historical contingency in the consolidation of philology. Indeed, although recent work has increasingly asserted that philology constituted the foundation of the modern humanities, through its scope and mode of analysis such research has paradoxically forgotten or written out much of what made philology foundational in the first place: its claims of universality, its timeliness as a mode of building knowledge, its relationality as an epistemological system, and its circulation of concepts, methods and practitioners. By contrast, this investigation seeks to bring the history of philology up to date by taking it seriously as a science and giving it the kind of treatment that has dominated history of science for the last generation: to reveal how practices, instruments, and cooperation created illusions of timeless knowledge. Moreover, this inspection strives to inserts technics – techniques as well as technologies – into the analysis, by drawing on media studies: to explore the technical standardization and interpretative routinization in everyday scholarly practices by which philology produced its grand metaphysical categories of identity, such as national essence, linguistic classification, or pure origins. Finally, this exploration follows philosophy of science and targets how the knowledge made by philology rested on structures that concealed their disunity: to unearth the power and appeal that philology derived precisely from its ability to suspend difference and rationalize diversity.

In offering this new history of philology, the article proceeds as follows. First, it presents a theoretical framework for conceptualizing philological science as an ‘apparatus.’ The explication emphasizes the heterogeneity of the ensemble – material and immaterial, individual
and collective, human and nonhuman – and the contingency (not inevitability) of its articulation. Second, it explores constituent components in the philological apparatus, both concrete and abstract. Taking each in turn, the analysis surveys industrial technologies, technical instruments, institutional arrangements, and collaborative ventures as well as epistemological guides, forms of representation, and conceptual figures. Third, it dissects claims of unity in this knowledge-system. The examination juxtaposes pretensions to a unified science with gaps empirical, methodical, and logical. Fourth, it moves from tracing how this science worked to charting why philology became so successful where and when it did. The account considers the urgent problem – namely, the brave new world after Napoleon – that organized relations among heterogeneous elements and forged the philological apparatus. Indeed, what classicist T. Mommsen first discerned, with unease, as ‘Big Science’ was already there in the nineteenth century: in the form of philology.12

**The philological apparatus**

Philology was the queen of science. And her kingdom was very much of this world – filled with palpable infrastructure, written materials, and human technicians (or tinkerers). Yet philology constituted a relational system of knowledge-production, one that comprised not only physical instruments, equipment, and machinery but also intangible concepts, skills, and hermeneutics. In general, such a framework for understanding philology views it through the (ad)vantages afforded by historians of science and media theorists, such as Hans-Jörg Rheinberger on forms of scientific representation and the production of scientific objects, Bruno Latour on active networks of humans and nonhumans, and Friedrich Kittler on inscription (*Aufschreibesysteme*) at the birth of romanticism, i.e. technologies of writing, modes of interpretation, didactic

---

procedures, and state bureaucracy circa 1800. In particular, this article reformulates, for a different time and place, what Bernard Dionysius Geoghegan has called the “cybernetic apparatus.” Geoghegan, writing in this journal, charted the consolidation of informatics, communication technology, and linguistics into cybernetics. By exploiting the semantic dislocation of ‘apparatus’ in English, which translates both appareil and dispositif in French, he demarcated two levels of phenomena that came to operate together: (1) “instruments and techniques . . . that acted as material aids or guides to research” and (2) “the politics of knowledge [that] enabled these material instruments and techniques to morph into ostensibly immaterial ideals that furnished researchers with procedures for investigations unhindered by historical, political, or disciplinary difference.” Investigating this conceptual blurring as a strategy of knowledge, he gained analytical purchase on what that cybernetic apparatus was through a focus on what it did, amidst the historical contingencies of twentieth-century France and North America. Consequently, Geoghegan not only disassembled an ensemble of relations notable for its disunity and heterogeneity – in concepts, materials, projects, sites, and agendas – but also identified the strategies and needs which forged that apparatus, gave it strength, and characterized the knowledge produced.

As this essay argues, the historical study of text and language morphed into a ‘philological apparatus’ in nineteenth-century Europe. On the level of appareil, it was composed of various tools and instruments like manuscripts, grammars, lexica, critical editions,

---


catalogues as well as casts, molds, typefaces, and presses. On the level of dispositif, it comprised a diverse assemblage of state sponsorship, institutional reforms, moral statements, and collaborative undertakings. This assembly of strategies and operations, bodies and networks, projects and sites transformed into the science of philology. Following a broader approach in history of science, the analysis here reveals how research communities erased the social and technical labor that secured and maintained the unity of their disciplines. In a sense, philologists mistook an effect (‘the unity of science’) for the cause (rigorous work of instruments, networks, and institutions orientated towards producing scientific, linguistic, and national unity and identity). Despite – or because of – such diversity, philology seemed to rise above the material circumstances of its making.

In what follows, the inquiry inventories critical elements in this knowledge-system, before contrasting disunity in that assemblage with its claims of unity (even universality) and then considering the contingency of its formation in concrete time and place. In enumerating those elements, the essay builds on previous work – some descriptive, some analytical – by historians of humanistic learning as well as by practitioners of textual disciplines. Perhaps the most productive trend among the most insightful has targeted scholarly practice. Sheldon Pollock, for instance, has surveyed the composition of German Wissenschaft in the period and catalogued some crucial components in that bricolage:

The characteristics of this “science” merit historical analysis no less than the constructions of romanticism. An inventory of the epistemological instruments of Indologie would include, besides Bopp’s comparative linguistics, other nineteenth-century intellectual technologies developed for the human sciences, such as the text-criticism of Wolf and Lachmann, the philology of Böckh, and the historiography of Ranke.\footnote{Sheldon Pollock, “Deep Orientalism? Notes on Sanskrit and Power beyond the Raj,” in Orientalism and...}
Similarly, Daston and Most have joined together histories of science – natural and human – to uncover commonalities between philology and astronomy in the nineteenth century, which exhibited not only similar problems but also problems framed in similar ways and addressed with similar methods. By examining less what is studied than how it is studied, they discerned a shared emphasis on “advanced specialist training in the recently founded research seminars…; publication of original research in specialized journals; expertise over erudition; and self-consciously critical methods alert to every possible source of error.”¹⁷ In like manner, this article probes such specialized yet increasingly standardized practice, i.e., what philologists did. However, it argues for the importance of investigating still larger institutional structures, cooperative projects, and strategic alliances, which both shaped and were shaped by such practices and practitioners. It advocates, furthermore, for scrutiny of both material and immaterial components in philological science.

**Material modules**

Philology was physical, predicated on trained hands, walled spaces, mechanical presses, and, of course, tangible texts – carved in stone, etched on tablets, written on papyrus. Schools and universities, museums and ministries, academies and societies, libraries and publishers formed a complex network that collected, organized, processed, stored, and exchanged unprecedented amounts of data. Such a scientific system depended on humans (and machines) to perform all kinds of technical labor, enhanced with the latest technologies. Four material elements, in particular, proved essential: technological innovations, technical instruments, institutional

¹⁷ Daston and Most, “History of Science and History of Philologies,” 381.
arrangements, and collaborative endeavors. Together, these modules made the nineteenth century the era of Big Science and the epoch of Big Data.

First, new technology affected the study of texts. Mechanization and industrialization impacted everything from the equipment for printing and binding to the production of ink and paper to the reproduction of images.\(^\text{18}\) They boosted quality and quantity alike. In 1836, H.C.M. Rettig published a lithographic facsimile of a bilingual manuscript and praised new developments in paper, ink, and press, which ensured a reliable, diplomatic edition. So high did optimism run that he opined, “Real errors are not possible at all...”\(^\text{19}\) Furthermore, improvements to typeface not only facilitated efficient typesetting but also reduced errors in transcribing texts from manuscripts to print, especially for non-Latin scripts with complex diacritics and ligatures. One writer celebrated the comfortable size, the clarity of strokes, and the durability of ‘the German’ typeface for Sanskrit, created by A.W. Schlegel.\(^\text{20}\) [[Figure 01]]

Although Schlegel had designed it for a printers at his own University of Bonn, the Prussian authorities, having supported the endeavor, not only demanded the necessary materials to produce another printing apparatus for the Royal Academy of the Sciences in Berlin but also arranged for the Sanskrit type to go to Paris, on request by the Société Asiatique. As the industry of scholars met that of mass production, philological knowledge was manufactured at rates both faster and cheaper. In his 1872 president’s address to the Assembly of German Philologians


\(^\text{20}\) Willibald Kirfel, “Die Anfänge des Sanskrit-Druckes in Europa,” *Zentralblatt für Bibliothekswesen* 32, nos. 8–9 (1915): 274–80, at 276–78. Schlegel developed the typeface with one Theresia Hoyer: an arrangement that spotlights the gender dimension, where women’s work often included translating, typesetting, and hidden labor in the home.
and Schoolmen, G. Curtius stressed how rare and expensive books had been just 30 years prior, compared to the inexpensive editions and convenient handbooks that now lay at the ready for all. “Just as one travels today faster than ever before,” he proclaimed, “so also one can also work faster. […] What the would-be philologist saves on time he can thus make use of otherwise.”

The repercussions of technological advances for humanistic learning demand further analysis: whether the railroads that circulated scholars more quickly and more frequently to major meetings like the International Congress of Orientalists, from 1873; the steamships that piloted increasing numbers of travelers abroad, who brought foreign texts and monuments back home; or the lithographs and photographs that brought distant worlds to life, be they chronological or geographical. [[Figure 02]] New communication technologies, like the telegraph, also secured and accelerated scholarly exchange. Snail mail was lamented already by 1920, when one philologist complained to another, “I have been slow to respond to you because we had a postelegrafonici strike. It would be a heroic courage to write when one thinks that what he writes will perhaps end up in the sewer. We have returned to the Middle Ages, when one relied on the goodwill of travelers to carry missives in faraway lands.”

Philological science was built both for and by the modern world.

Second, specialized tools helped process textual data. On one hand, some of these technical implements traced back to antiquity. While grammars had served non-native speakers of Latin, alphabetic dictionaries came into fashion in the Hellenistic period, and bilingual lexical lists for Akkadian and Sumerian reached back even further, into the third millennium BCE. Although such aids had existed for centuries, nay millennia, they became tools of a


23 Cf. Eleanor Dickey, “Teaching Latin to Greek speakers in antiquity,” in Learning Latin and Greek from
technical trade in the long nineteenth century, as a burgeoning bourgeois culture vastly
expanded the number of producers and consumers of textual knowledge. P. Buttmann’s
grammar of ancient Greek went through 22 editions – the version for schools seeing 17 – while
G. Curtius’s elementary Greek grammar underwent 26, E. Koch’s, 17, and K.W. Krüger’s, 11.

24 The basic syntax by M. Seyffert also had 31 printings.25 As for encyclopedia and compendia,
long after Harpocration’s Lexicon of the Ten Orators they multiplied on unprecedented scale.
The first edition of A. Pauly’s Real-Encyclopädie der classischen Alterthumswissenschaft came in six volumes
(1839–1852), before the first received a second edition, in two parts (1864,1866); in 1890, G.
Wissowa launched an extensive reedition, dubbed the Pauly-Wissowa, which began in 1894
and finished a century later, in 1980, totaling 84 volumes.26 On the other hand, instruments of
more recent vintage advanced philological study. Pedagogical tools like the chrestomathy with
glossary, the cursory readings pioneered by J.M. Gesner, and literary anthologies were on the
rise circa 1800. Expert implements like the critical edition – with its ‘apparatus’ of notes and
variants – and the text edition of individual manuscripts became cobbles in the highway to the
past. Moreover, the expansion of specialized journals raised the speed, lifted the profile, and
expanded the reach of new disciplinary and sub-disciplinary knowledge. Genres like the

___

51; Stefano Valente, “Alphabetical Dictionaries: From Antiquity to the Byzantine Period,” in Encyclopedia of Ancient
Greek Language and Linguistics, vol. 1, ed. Georgios K. Giannakis (Leiden, 2013), 100–03; Nick Veldhuis, History of
the Cuneiform Lexical Tradition (Münster, 2014).

24 Philipp Buttmann, Griechische Grammatik (Berlin, 1792–1869); idem, Griechische Schul-Grammatik (Berlin,
1812–1875); Georg Curtius, Griechische Schulgrammatik (Prague, 1852–1907); Ernst Koch, Griechische Schulgrammatik
(Leipzig, 1869–1904); Karl Wilhelm Krueger, Griechische Sprachlehre für Anfänger, later Kleinere griechische Sprachlehre
(Berlin, 1847–1884).


26 An abridged version, Der Kleine Pauly, came in five volumes, between 1964 and 1975; Der Neue Pauly
textbook, handbook, and introduction helped map the expansive, specialist routes of all the philological ants. So great were the yields in classical scholarship that an organ came into being, in 1875, simply to track production: *Jahresbericht über die Fortschritte der klassischen Altertumswissenschaft*.

Third, institutions created, accredited, and disciplined practitioners. Here, the Prussian system proved massively influential across Europe. As figures like F.A. Wolf promoted specialization, institutionalization, and professionalization for classical learning, educational reforms, especially state exams, placed greater demands on the training of schoolteachers at university.27 The innovation of the *Seminar* in Göttingen, at the end of the eighteenth century, had fashioned an infrastructure for specialist learning.28 Initially designed for classical philology, this mechanism was replicated in other fields throughout the nineteenth century, including physics and mathematics. The usual story describes the construction of Wissenschaft and Bildung as ideals built into the founding of the University of Berlin, in 1810. However overlooked, the Rhein University in Bonn functioned as a veritable factory of knowers and know-how that helped define the theories and methods of philology in classics and beyond. The Philological Seminar had as its stated purpose:

> to train students further – who are fittingly prepared for the science of antiquity and have chosen this for themselves as their true profession – through lessons as frequent as possible, which provide introduction into the inner workings of the science and of its manner of approach, as well as through literary support of

---


every kind and thus that through them these studies can be preserved, reproduced, and expanded in the future.29

Launched by K.F. Heinrich and A.F. Naeke and later helmed by F.G. Welcker, F. Ritschl, O. Jahn, and H. Usener, this juggernaut counted among her voyagers U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, F. Nietzsche, H. Diels, and A. Geiger. Offering further ballast were the seminar’s well-stocked library and the Akademisches Kunstmuseum. The prestigious journal Rheinisches Museum für Philologie also validated and disseminated now ‘scientific’ modalities of text-interpretation, with luminaries like A. Boeckh, B.G. Niebuhr, and J. Bernays serving on its board. Such institutional arrangements, supported by the state, occupied an essential place in the philological complex.

Fourth, strategic collaboration characterized this science. M.J. de Goeje, for instance, assembled an international group of leading orientalists to produce the first complete edition of al Tabari’s world history, comprising 15 volumes.30 Beyond such individual organization, royal academies and academic societies invested untold resources – material and personal, mechanical and financial, architectural and infrastructural – into large-scale collaborative ventures, whose years running and outputs published could run into the dozens. The Royal Prussian Academy of the Sciences in Berlin launched a multitude of undertakings that produced a staggering number of volumes, including Corpus Inscriptionum Graecarum (6 vols., 1825–59; index, 1877), Corpus Aristotelicum (4 vols., 1827–36; index 1870), Commentaria in Aristotelem Graeca (23 vols., 1882–1909), Supplementum Aristotelicum (3 vols., 1885–1903), Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum (ca. 33 vols. already between 1853 and 1918), Prosopographia Imperii Romani


saec. I. III. III (1st ed., 3 vols., 1897–1898), Griechische Münzwerk (4 vols., just between 1898 and 1918), and, with the “Church Fathers Commission,” both Griechischen Christlichen Schriftsteller der ersten drei Jahrhunderte (first series 1891–1945) and Texte und Untersuchungen zur Geschichte der altchristlichen Literatur (41 vols., between 1883 and 1918 alone). Likewise, the Royal Bavarian Academy of the Sciences founded a “Commission for Research on Patrimonial Antiquities” (Kommission zur Untersuchung vaterländischer Altertümer), in 1807, and initiated the monumental Thesaurus Linguae Latinae, in 1894. Furthermore, these institutions could cooperate for their grand endeavors. The academies in Berlin, Leipzig, and Copenhagen came together for the Corpus Medicorum Graecorum and Corpus Medicorum Latinorum. However, rather than divide and conquer, scientific organizations also formulated rival projects, as when Berlin inaugurated the Griechische Christliche Schriftsteller der ersten Jahrhunderte to answer Vienna’s Corpus Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum Latinorum. Whether training practitioners, editing texts, or developing presses, collaboration – even competition – projected continuity, commensurability, and common purpose across disciplines, institutions, and states.

With an increased mastery of the past, philology promoted a sense of progress that helped legitimate the enterprise – both the result of and, in turn, impetus for technological innovation, instrumental augmentation, professional inculcation, and strategic collaboration. By 1911, confidence ran so high that classicist J.P. Postgate claimed, in the Encyclopaedia Britannica, “As times goes on, textual criticism will have less and less to do. In the old texts its work will have been performed so far as it is performable. What is left will be an obstinate remainder of difficulties, for which there is no solution or only too many. In the newer texts, on the other hand, as experience has already shown, it will have from the outset but a very contracted field.”

In 1908, the Göttingen Septuaginta-Unternehmen launched a

---

critical edition of the entire ancient Greek translation of the Hebrew Bible. The task was estimated to take 30 years. After over a century, the institute closed, in 2015 – its goal unreached. There is still much left to do.

**Immaterial models**

Philology was material and immaterial alike. Epistemological guides, forms of representation, and conceptual figures not only (re)organized data, signaled academic study, and suggested neutral knowledge but also suspended difference, created universal explanatory devices, and fostered a sense of scientific unity. Circulating across diverse textual studies, they seemed to validate claims of coherence, transferability, and common purpose. Several were epitomal: the tree-model, editions textual and critical, and the concept of ‘the text.’ In fact, philology itself could even be abstracted. Nearly one and a half millennia after the ancient allegory *The Marriage of Philology and Mercury*, by Martianus Capella, one professor thus proclaimed, “Philology takes revenge on those who treat her with disdain.”

In scrutinizing such ideals, this article offers a further complement to Turner’s work on the history of humanistic learning in the West. On one level, he explains how philology underwrote an increased prominence of documents, documentation, and authentication, especially for studying the past. However, as added by this essay, philological science examined that amassed material from the aspect of form as well. Practitioners embraced not only genealogical, temporal, or evolutionary explorations but also typological, formal, or taxonomic analysis. Beyond strands of linguistics or literary criticism, even scholars who pored over texts

---


for history united structure and genetics, pinning taxonomy (from less to more complexity) to change in time and place (from earlier to later, from here to there) and thereby using morphology as a ladder into the past.  

A clear instance came with higher criticism, which separated ‘sources’ in the Old Testament and rearranged them for a new story of ancient Israel, one that countered the biblical narrative.  

On another level, the collection, accumulation, and preservation of written sources, as underlined by Turner, accentuates physical presence. Yet philology was also driven, even possessed, by absence. The amassing of more material engendered a greater sense of what once was and, with it, a keener sense of loss: in the irrecoverable, inaccessible past, in the incompleteness of knowledge. As Constanze Güthenke has written of classical scholarship, “for a field whose objects are so obviously and for the most part partial and fragmented, it is striking how much this field has built its world on an image of wholeness, and on the dream – or fantasy – of being able to put fragments together to see, once more, a complete outline.”  

This prospect of loss – lost manuscripts, lost records, lost languages, lost peoples – pushed philologists from the extant back to the inferred: from positive testimony to negative deduction. Textual criticism, for example, comprised recensio, examinatio, and emendatio: the third procedure (sometimes called divinatio) entailed logical conjecture based on, yet moving behind, the witnesses preserved for editorial corrections, be it to overcome

---


extinction or corruption. Hermeneutics, too, involved ‘divination,’ which involved a fallible, and corrigeable, process of hypothesis to press beyond the limitations of empirical evidence, into the contingent world that condition the a work. In this way, the philological apparatus supported textual studies historical as well as morphological across congealing (or fragmenting) disciplines.

Of the crucial immaterial models, epistemological guides, first, acted as universal explanatory devices. The tree-model of development diagrammed relationships in a complexity of data to arrive at (or near) a lost original, typing morphology to chronology. While this means of organizing information provided a template for plants and animals, it proved especially powerful in philology, supplying what Carlo Ginzburg has identified as a key “cognitive metaphor.” With stemma as his guide, K. Lachmann performed the same critical operation to map variants and thereby reconstruct the texts of Latin Lucretius, Greek New Testament,

---

37 Hermann Hupfeld listed conjecture (Vermuthung/Divination) and analogy among the tools of historical criticism: idem, Ueber Begriff und Methode der sogenannten biblischen Einleitung (Marburg, 1844), 15.

38 Key figures include Johann Gottfried Herder, Friedrich Schleiermacher, Wilhelm Dilthey, and Hans-Georg Gadamer; towards the fin de siècle, divination suggested a psychological self-projection of the interpreter on the interpreted. See Michael N. Forster, After Herder: Philosophy of Language in the German Tradition (New York, 2010), esp. 137–46, 331–36, 377–79; Frederick C. Beiser, The Fate of Reason: German Philosophy from Kant to Fichte (Cambridge, MA, 1987), 141–45.

and Middle High German *Nibelungenlied*, whereby he even claimed to establish precise characteristics of a lost archetype (302 pages, 26 lines each, for Lucretius). As they transferred from one kind of knowledge to another, such models also rose to consciousness. W. Streitberg likened the study of texts and that of languages: “Even the fundamental progress in the development of the method is the same. Without the reconstruction of the proto-language (*Ursprache*), one advances so little as in textual criticism without the reconstruction of the archetype.” The tree-model therefore ordered a disunity of material – both within and across data sets – into the same kind of relationship: manuscripts, languages, scripts, and religions.

Furthermore, these models could be superimposed on one another and essentialized, as with construction of ‘the Indo-European’ or ‘the Semitic’: their languages, literatures, ethnicities, religions. For philological inquiry, the branches were significant insofar as they led to trunks and roots.

Second, certain forms of representation signified scientific knowledge. Increasingly standardized, these formats homogenized the textual artifacts reproduced – varied in content, genre, language, period, and materiality. Text editions, for example, typically began with an introduction, covering such topics as provenance, preservation, language, structure, and historical context, and then printed the written content in the original language, sometimes with transcription into the Roman alphabet, as often done for cuneiform. The notes and, when present, translation could appear after each line or in a separate section. Thus, for the inscription by Bar-Rakib on behalf of his father, Panamuwa – a memorial on a statue carved in Aramaic during the eighth century BCE and discovered in modern-day Turkey – a

---


41 Wilhelm Streitberg, *Zur germanischen Sprachgeschichte* (Strasbourg, 1892), 5. However, Streitberg affirmed a gap between the reconstructed form and the original material; cf. Theodor Nöldeke, *Die semitischen Sprachen. Eine Skizze*, 2nd ed. (Leipzig, 1899), esp. 3–6, which first appeared as “Semitic languages” in the 9th edition of *Encyclopaedia Britannica*. 

---
reproduction of the (transcribed) text in its entirety preceded line-by-line discussion, with epigraphic, grammatical, and linguistic commentary. [[Figure 04]] Although the object was of a different kind, the same layout organized, for instance, the edition of the Turin Judicial Papyrus: an Egyptian legal text in hieratic from the twelfth century BCE. [[Figure 05]]

Moreover, a different form of representation equalized writings with more complex transmission histories: namely, critical editions. This configuration of data printed a text above a so-called ‘critical apparatus,’ with variants and commentary. (The text itself could be ‘diplomatic,’ reproducing one manuscript, or ‘eclectic,’ combining numerous manuscripts.) Accordingly, the edition by J.T. Voemel of Demosthenes’ On the Crown offered the Greek text with (Latin) translation along with copious notes in the apparatus, which presented alternate readings, provided linguistic observations, and engaged with other interpretations. Yet the edition of al Tabari was arranged in the same way, albeit without translation. [[Figure 06]].

The scripts notwithstanding, a single form represented both sets of textual data, no matter their dissimilarity: whether fourth century BCE vs. tenth century CE in chronology, Athens vs. Baghdad in geography, Greek vs. Arabic in language, or rhetoric versus historiography in genre. Notably, philology tended to focus not only on written texts, disregarding decoration and illumination in medieval manuscripts, but also on certain portions of those written texts, insofar as scribal marginalia and colophons often fell outside the scope of inquiry. The forms of representation themselves were therefore universal, obscuring heterogeneity in the process. The fixation on conjectured originals could eclipse an interest in actual manifestations.

Third, conceptual figures organized, suspended, and rationalized difference. As scholars of media have shown through analysis of ‘the film,’ ‘the book,’ and ‘the signal,’ material items can morph into immaterial ideals that seemingly coordinate knowledge.42 In philology,

42 Geoghegan, “From Information Theory to French Theory,” 99. In fact, the materials both produced and used by philology could shape the object of inquiry, creating a feedback loop. John Van Seiers has demonstrated how modern practices in book production framed reconstructions of ancient composition history.
‘the text’ functioned in this way. For written works with complex authorial, editorial, and transmission histories, the many physical texts still extant transformed, conceptually, into one single lost original. A multiplicity of medieval manuscripts for works like Homer, Herodotus, and the Pentateuch transmuted into the ideal of single ancient archetypes: to be recovered and reconstructed, edited and published, disseminated and interpreted. As F. Buhl declared for the Hebrew Bible, “In this respect, the relatively new, but already very widespread, assumption that all extant manuscripts point back an archetype is decisively correct.” 43 This image of an absent original, versus the many present incarnations, then coordinated research for recovery (the hyparchetype, the archetype, or the Urtext itself), which could draw into the analysis a miscellany of manuscripts and media, excerpts and translations. Working toward the earliest text of a biblical book, J. Wellhausen prescribed, “first the Hebrew text of the LXX, that of the Peshitta[,] of the Targum[,] and of the Vulgate and the Masoretic [text] must be established each individually” – a tangle of paths that would lead back to the trailhead in an archetypal Eden. 44 Such pursuits also reflected the obsession with pure, static sources over dynamic processes of transmission, adaptation, and interpretation. The same interest animated the study of language, where a multiplicity of linguistic data – divided by time, place, and medium – pointed to the earliest proto-language. In consequence, the history of growth and change became one to overcome in pursuit of bedrock moments of origination.

Janus would see in nineteenth-century philology both a distinguished ancient past and


43 Frants Buhl, Kanon und Text des Alten Testaments (Leipzig, 1891), 259. Notably, debate surrounded whether an archetype was, strictly speaking, recoverable or whether scholars could, at best, reconstruct not the original archetype but an approximation of it. A good outline of the enterprise remains Paul Maas, Textual Criticism, trans. Barbara Flower (Oxford, 1958).

44 Julius Wellhausen, Der Text der Bücher Samuelis untersucht (Göttingen, 1871), xiii.
a progressive present. Given the old pull of Rome and Athens, with their status and prestige, it was given a pedigree in the ancient world. With his *History of Classical Philology in Antiquity*, A. Gräfenhan traced such pursuits as grammar, lexicography, exegesis, and criticism back to antiquity itself. However, it was also conceived as a modern science. In his own history of philology, W. Kroll sketched a genealogy from ancient past to modern present and tracked the metamorphosis of philology, beginning with the Greeks, into the “historical science of antiquity,” hailed as “a great feat of the German spirit.” In doing so, he expressed a more capacious notion of philology – strong in the German tradition and outlined by figures like Wolf and Boeckh – where textual study could blur into an expansive study of the past, culture, or even humanity. For Kroll, this shift represented the culmination of “the great spiritual movements of the 18th century, Enlightenment, Neo-Humanism, and Romanticism.” The latest theories and methods had fashioned new guides, forms, and figures to know the past by knowing the history of texts and languages. If some practices of philology were ancient, the philological apparatus was modern.

**A science unified and universal**

The belief in scientific unity underwrote exchange across philological apparatus. This transfer occurred between data sets, types of inquiry, and disciplines, despite their variation. Be it in land or language, culture or chronology, tradition or material, empirical gaps seemed largely immaterial: texts were texts, to be studied with a limited set of questions and methods. If the philological endeavor laid claims to interpretative authority over everything from Agamemnon

---


to Zoroaster, philology left unspecified still implied specifically classical philology, which posed the problems, sanctioned the procedures, established the trends, and defined the scholarly persona. Being historical meant being philological, and classics largely defined philology. In 1869, T. Benfey observed how the study of Greek and Roman antiquity had acquired such prestige that other areas of learning – Indic, Arabic, Hebraic – had taken it as their model in hopes of developing “a philology” for themselves. After all, the Deutsche Morgenländische Gesellschaft emanated from the Society of German Philologists and Schoolmen, while Jewish scholars of the so-called Wissenschaft des Judentums hoped to build the scientific study of Judaism on modern philological foundations.

Philology, for many, seemed to be a unified science. As Ian Hacking has discerned, three distinguishable unities—metaphysical sentiment, practical precept, and modes of reasoning—tend to underwrite claims of scientific unity: metaphysically, in the thesis of one reality or interconnectedness; practically, in the quest for connections between phenomena; and methodologically, in the deployment of one standard of reason across time, space, and circumstance. All three claims helped forge and sustain the philological apparatus. First, on metaphysics, Wilamowitz, who sat “on the Berliner throne of philologists,” advanced an argument for scientific unity where philology played a leading role. This kingly classicist asserted, “Since life, for whose understanding we strive, is a unity, our science is a unity. The

---

47 Theodor Benfey, Geschichte der Sprachwissenschaft und orientalischen Philologie in Deutschland seit dem Anfang des 19. Jahrhunderts mit einem Rückblick auf die früheren Zeiten (Munich, 1869), 4, cf. 6.
48 Ian Hacking, “The Disunities of Science,” in The Disunity of Science: Boundaries, Contexts, and Power, ed. Peter Galison and David J. Strump (Stanford, 1996), 37–74. In fact, Turner began his quest into the history of philology from his “growing curiosity about whether humanistic scholarship in the West is ultimately many or one” (Turner, Philology, ix).
separation of the disciplines philology, archaeology, ancient history, epigraphy, numismatics, recently also papyrology has its justification only in the limitations of human ability and may also not suffocate the consciousness of the whole in the specialist.” Friedrich Haase, too, identified the center of this science in “the spirit of antiquity.” Second, in terms of practical unity, philologists sought to establish connections among diverse historical phenomena. Kroll edited a volume on progress in the science of antiquity, which encompassed 17 disparate fields including medicine and metric, public law and private life. (Wolf inventoried 26 components, ranging from Greek and Latin grammar through mythology, chronology, and geography to numismatics and architecture, while Haase complicatedly counted 24.) Different principles could help relate one area of inquiry to another, by explaining the permutations of cultural artifacts through the structure of a single national spirit or by reducing the laws of one body of knowledge to those of another, master science, e.g. anthropology to linguistics or texts to biology. Third, as for methodology, textual scholars shifted from one set of data to another with little inhibition as they deployed technical procedures far and wide. Wolf modeled his Prolegomena ad Homerum on Einleitung ins Alte Testament by J.G Eichhorn, who had honed his own practices with classicist C.G. Heyne and semitist J.D. Michaelis. The renowned Wellhausen

50 Ulrich von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Geschichte der Philologie (Leipzig, 1921), 1.
used the same operations to dissect the disparate texts of ancient Judaism, early Christianity, and formative Islam. Likewise, in his Hebrew textbook J. Olshausen not only hailed the form of Arabic manifest in the formative period of Islam as the supreme comparative material to demonstrate “degeneration” in language but also paralleled this development with “Old Indian” and modern Indo-European languages. Assumptions of unity thus emerged in theory, practice, and logic.

Like other sciences, philology enveloped more diversity than its easy exchange of guides, forms, and figures might otherwise suggest. In fact, the instability of the apparatus was apparent even then. F.W. Kelsey, as president of the American Philological Society, criticized Kroll for failing to substantiate the inner relationship of parts to whole in classical philology. “Such a hit-or-miss ordering of material is unfortunately characteristic of much philological work at the present time,” he wrote. “With the rapid increase in the range and number of facts the subdividing of fields of study has gone on until many specialists have entirely lost their perspective and are no longer able to see the forest for the tree.” However, rather than exploring the same wood, philologists could seem to be exploring different forests altogether—which may not have joined at all.

Despite both sentiment and practice, philology was far from unified. Transfers across the apparatus could prove unstable, inconsistent, or inaccurate. In his scrutiny of discontinuity and adaptability in physics, Peter Galison has availed himself of anthropological research to examine what he calls “trading zones” in scientific communities: sites of interaction—part spatial, part symbolic—where local coordination of belief and action takes place. Not only
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56 Justus Olshausen, Lehrbuch der hebräischen Sprache (Braunschweig, 1861), 2–3.
can donors and recipients in scientific subcultures differ on the significance they assign to the objects exchanged, but they can also disagree on the meaning of the process of exchange itself. In such exchange, heterogeneous communities can therefore coordinate locally and thereby seemingly overcome vast global difference. Trading zones arose betwixt and between the fields of philology. As one example, the taxonomy of grammatical categories was imported from Latin and Greek grammar into that of Hebrew and Arabic (e.g., with the case system), as was the problematic understanding of verbal systems, where the traditional notion of tense hindered the comprehension of aspect. Edward Ullendorff, accordingly, observes, “And here is a remarkable facet of Semitic scholarship: methodological progress, notions of linguistic discipline, almost invariably came from without [in the nineteenth century], usually from the Indo-European side.” Even within Semitics, exchange between Arabic and Hebrew studies caused problems of its own. Besides linguistic analysis, the great expanse of textual scholarship provided many zones for trade. As Moshe Goshen-Gottstein discerns, text critics adopted the concept of an *Urtext* and theorized their work in terms of archetypes yet proceeded, in direct contradiction, as though they were operating with recensions. This disparity between theory and practice in textual criticism further spread into historical criticism, with its analysis of authors, dates, and literary history.

---


However, philology drew strength from its ability to defer difference, embrace heterogeneity, obscure disunity, and license coordination. Immaterial models seemed to validate the claims of scientific unity. The step was small from a unified science to a universal one, at least for human phenomena. In his analysis of a different knowledge-system, Geof Bowker describes the strategies deployed to advance pretensions to universality: “Complementary to this rhetorical use is the use of the language of cybernetics for the discontinuous transmission of ideas: conceptual tools could be yanked out of one context . . . and plugged into another . . ., with the translation into the language of cybernetics doing the work of glossing the discontinuity.”

The counterpart to such circulation and adaptation was consolidation. Geoghegan therefore emphasizes how immaterial ideals “enabled the strategic alliance of researchers and institutions across disciplinary, political, and national borders—the instrumentalization of research communities—by reference to the quasitranscendental powers of cybernetic instruments.”

With some necessary substitutions, these descriptions of cybernetics apply equally well to the philological apparatus. Philology appeared to be universal in its application (on text, any and all), in its remit (the human past), and in its spread (across the ‘modern, civilized West,’ with roots traced back to classical antiquity). In fact, the polyvalence of the term itself in the nineteenth century – which could signify a method, a discipline, or a whole science – gave ‘philology’ a powerful slippage that imbued it with

63 Geoffrey C. Bowker, “How to be Universal: Some Cybernetic Strategies, 1943–70,” Social Studies of Science 23, no. 1 (1993): 107–27, at 116. This kind of universality differed from that suggested by Karl Hirzel when noting classical philology, in the early modern period, had appeared to be “the universal science (Universalwissenschaft), which encompassed all the rest, the highest level of all social, scholarly, artistic, and scientific cultivation (Bildung)”:

64 Geoghegan, “From Information Theory to French Theory,” 98.
productive ambiguity.\textsuperscript{65}

\textit{Contingency and urgency}

Philology became more than the sum of its parts in the long nineteenth century, assembling into a heterogeneous ensemble of technologies and instruments, sites and networks, projects and collaborations. A proliferation of trained experts performed their technical labors across a variety of textual and linguistic data with tools in the laboratory of libraries, workrooms, and museums. Innovations in specialized and standardized procedures drastically changed the way written artifacts were processed and interpreted. New structures of public funding coordinated large-scale cooperative ventures. Revolutions like the railroad and the steamship helped collect unprecedented amounts of data from across the globe and bring together international, even intercontinental communities. Inventions in the production of paper, printers, and typeface made production faster, cheaper, and more reliable. With interaction and exchange among specialists in diverse fields of knowledge came the circulation of epistemological guides, forms of scientific representation, and conceptual figures. Philology projected itself as a unified science, although this apparent unity only came by obscuring real diversity and disunity.

Beyond the question of how, that of why still remains: namely, the reason the apparatus came together where and when it did. After all, the history of philology cannot be separated from the social, political, epistemological, and moral arguments or the contingencies of concrete time and place that gave it life, relevance, and authority. This inquiry has focused on the German-speaking lands for two purposes. On one hand, the identification of things philological with things German was contemporaneous. In 1872, just after the unification of

\textsuperscript{65} A similar blurring seems to have occurred with descriptive ethnolinguistic labels, whereby Assyrian, Egyptian, Celtic, and Norse, \textit{inter alia}, morphed into quasi-essentialized fields, glossing language, literature, chronology, geography, culture, and ethnicity.
Germany, the Assembly of German Philologists and Schoolmen was opened in the name of the Royal Sachsen State Government and with promise: “A German Empire comprises the majority of German tribes[;] there is henceforth, with all the legitimate peculiarity [Eigenart] of the same, a German tongue, a German fatherland, a German school, a German science, also a German science of philology in a sense like never before.”66 This sense was felt beyond the Reich, beyond the Continent even. American J.M. Hart, who himself had studied in Germany, reminded students of English at Cornell, “Philology, it should be remembered, is a peculiarly German science.”67 Such sentiment still echoes a century onward, as when Theodore Kwasman quipped the German tongue was “the most important Semitic language.”68

On the other hand, the German lands provide analytical purchase on the conditions that enabled a nascent actor-network to transform into an ordered ensemble of relations. The philological apparatus was ultimately articulated around an urgent need: the creation of meaningful pasts in the wake of Napoleon. Indeed, the pursuit of patrimony did much to underwrite the exploits of German philology.69 For instance, the monumental Monumenta Germaniae Historica, launched in 1826, (has) pursued utter comprehension in collecting sources for ‘German’ history between ca. 500 and 1500 CE, while the Brothers Grimm not only gathered folktales but also composed a grammar, dictionary, and history of the German

69 See esp. Tuska Benes, In Babel’s Shadow: Language, Philology, and the Nation in Nineteenth-Century Germany (Detroit, 2008).
language to bolster the sense of a nation. So, too, with work on history, grammar, and literature, A. Holtzmann tied together the ancient Germania of Tacitus, medieval Germanic tribes, and modern bourgeois Germans, united the Gothic, Nordic, Saxon, Anglo-Saxon and High German languages, and even bound the Teutons to the Aryans, arguing for a continuous Indo-Greco-Germanic epic tradition. These textual and linguistic undertakings conformed to the age of building national coherence and narrating a shared past through visual display, whether the Königliches Museum/Altes Museum (1823) and Wagenersche und Nationalgalerie, now Alte Nationalgalerie, (1861) in Berlin, Germanisches Nationalmuseum (1852) in Nuremberg, or Neue Pinakothek (1854) and Glyptothek (1830) in Munich. Of course, even philological races unrelated to Germanic genealogy could bring the nation laurels, too. Textual achievements won honor through a great knowledge of ancient Hellenes (the Germans of antiquity) or the biblical texts (viewed as quintessentially Protestant).

No matter how important, though, Germany was only one chapter in this story. Others show the same problem of the past and same solution in philology. As David Greetham notes, “. . . during the nineteenth century and on into the twentieth, perhaps the greatest contributions to textual scholarship were to be found in the collecting, sorting, describing, and transcribing of a documentary history that would reflect a national patrimony.” Medieval epics in particular exerted both power and appeal for creating such coherence, whether Beowulf in Britain or El Cid in Spain. Although the distinct political history of the Low Countries forced the focus onto a later period, there, too, the selection, edition, and circulation of Gijsbrecht van
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70 Cf. Adolf Holtzmann (Sr.), Germanische Alterthümer, mit Text, Übersetzung und Erklärung von Tacitus Germania, ed. Alfred Holder (Leipzig, 1873); idem, Altdeutsche Grammatik, umfassend die gotische, altjurische, altsächsische, angelsächsische und althochdeutsche Sprache, vol. 1.1 (Leipzig: 1870); idem, Untersuchungen über das Nibelungenlied (Stuttgart, 1854).

Aemstel helped form a national narrative.\textsuperscript{72} Even more, language itself – not just literary heritage – supplied a pathway to patrimony. In the words of Joan DeJean, “The philological science, as it was defined by its founders in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, was an intellectual totality, a world unto itself, the study of language redefined to give philologists access to the essence of nations.”\textsuperscript{73} Furthermore, the tie between textual study and national order went beyond objects and objectives, to the methods themselves. The history of editing Roland in France reveals not only the composition of national origins but also the political aspects of technical practices. Joseph Bédier aimed for a ‘French’ Roland by a French scholar with ‘French’ methods, adopting a \textit{codex optimus} (instead of ‘German’ stemmatics) to do so.\textsuperscript{74} Even here, however, the question was how – not whether – to analyze texts historically.

The study of text and language had a history long before the nineteenth century – one entwined, in Europe, with Christian humanism. As a point of historiography, however, the critical moment lies not in origination (when \(x\) or \(y\) first appeared) but the ensemble or problematic of activation and definition: less antecedent theories, methods, or concepts than their articulation into a strategic assemblage.\textsuperscript{75} The contingencies and exigencies of this time and place allowed philology to coalesce into an integrated knowledge-system. Indeed, the history of philology as a unifying science corresponded to the political history of unifying disparate entities into modern nation-states. The map of Europe rent asunder after the Napoleonic Wars, new cartographers arose to draw a different set of boundaries – physical,

---


\textsuperscript{73} Joan DeJean, \textit{Fictions of Sappho, 1546–1937} (Chicago, 1989), 204.


\textsuperscript{75} Cf. Georges Canguilhem, \textit{La formation du concept de réflexe aux XVIIe et XVIIIe siècles} (Paris, 1955).
conceptual, affective – for meaning, purpose, and belonging. As alternatives to the designs of church and crown, classical antiquity as well as medieval epochs supplied them with lines for distinct, if no less contested, versions of the past and visions of the future for politics, society, and culture. Even the turn away from classical antiquity at the fin de siècle continued this same quest, expanding the search for other suitable materials.

Rather than restate the more familiar accounts (or critiques) of philology’s embeddedness in political programs, which employed textual study to construct specific ancient or medieval pasts with implications for the modern present, the article at hand has argued that this particular context created the enabling conditions – and the urgent need – for the philological apparatus to emerge: as a strategic system of relations to generate certain kinds of knowledge. The parameters of this ensemble – a routinization of textual study, a standardization of practice – were able to encompass diverse data, autonomous projects, and even disparate agendas. Yet beneath this apparent unity lay real disunity. In the end, the quest for scriptural authority implied in earlier undertakings like B. Kennicott’s collation of medieval Hebrew manuscripts in the eighteenth century was, in the nineteenth, transposed onto a search for national heritage. As the biblical story of a chosen people passed onto the history of a(n Indo-)European one, as the hallowed words of ancient prophets turned into the earliest record of ethnic ancestors, and as the arc of divine providence changed into teleological accounts of migration, progress, and determination, the holy writ receded behind a canon of cultural patrimony. The spirit of philology was embodied in nineteenth-century science – its instruments, its technics, its problems. Before the humanities try to conjure up or exorcise that spirit, good historical work should first apprehend its nature.
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